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2021 season
Water



Hello everyone and welcome back to our 
theme of Water. Our brochure cover features 
Mandla Rae in As British as a Watermelon as 
part of our Sea-Change Double Bill.

We are so happy to offer a fully live season 
this autumn but will continue with socially 
distanced seating with the same Covid 
precautions as we have over the last year. 

This season, our continuation on the theme 
of Water focusses on the environmental 
crisis we face, all the more urgent with the 
upcoming COP26. We open with Voice of 
the Whale, a new piece from Manchester 
Collective. You may remember that we 
had to cancel their concert at the onset of 
the pandemic so it is fantastic to welcome 
them now. This is followed by the Brodsky 
Quartet, another postponed concert that 
we are delighted to present at the top of our 
season. In December, we welcome for the 
first time, the Echo Vocal Ensemble for their 
stunning programme, Already Gone which 
takes listeners on a journey that celebrates 
nature’s abundance but warns of future 
scarcity. Part of this concert features newly 
commissioned pieces that respond to Alice 
Oswald’s Dunt: Poem for a Dried Up River. 

Responding to a poem also features in our 
exhibition, Shifting Currents where we 
bring you dance! When You Light a Candle, 
You Also Cast a Shadow is a new dance 
work for gallery spaces by Company Carpi, 
with a trio of dancers and a string quintet, 
with specially written poetry by Costa Award 
winner, Mary Talbot. 

In the Nuffield, we bring you Cupid’s 
Revenge with New Art Club and The 
Vicked with stand-up comedian Tez Ilyas, 
both of which are also postponed shows, 
so we are especially pleased to be able to 
bring you shows full of joy and laughter. 
Also in the Nuffield is a Double Bill of Sea 
Change; two shows with inspiring new 
artists, Mandla Rae with their not-to-be-
missed As British as a Watermelon and 
Ergon Theatre’s immersive and engaging 
The Wicked Problem. 

The Wind as it Rushes through the 
Turbine is a new choral sound installation 
created by music-theatre collective 
leo&hyde in our Nuffield Residency last 
year.   We are very proud of this inspirational 
season and look forward to welcoming you!  

Jocelyn Cunningham and the Lancaster Arts 
team 
 

Danielle Ash, Assistant Curator 
Alice Booth, Creative Producer
Megan Bowyer, BRIDGES Curator
Jocelyn Cunningham, Director
Elspeth Dale, BRIDGES Producer
Peter Davies, Creative Administrator
Serena Mansfield, Operations and Planning 
Manager
Jennifer McMillan, Interim Marketing and 
Communications Officer 
Richard Smith, Curator
Lauren Velvick, Creative Producer 
Konrad Watson, Production Manager
Jamie Wooldridge, Marketing Manager

Hello everyone,
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Go Deeper

Lancaster Arts will be bringing more exciting 
work to you off campus this autumn – in empty 
shops, on the street and in venues that will 
surprise you. The best way to be sure you are 
in the know is to join our mailing list. Here is a 
taste of things to come. 
 
Lancaster Arts has partnered with Historic 
England and Lancaster City Council to 
kickstart a three-year cultural programme in 
an historic part of Lancaster. Find out more at 
the launch, Something’s Happening Here 
on September 12th in the carpark next to the 
Grand Theatre, where there will be artwork 
spilling out of car boots, secret performances 
hidden away in vans and, of course, food 
trucks! This is the carpark as you’ve never 
seen it before… 
 
In the spring of 2019, we hosted Fabiola 
Santana’s A Home for Grief at the Cottage 
Museum. This has now become a permanent 
soundwalk in Lancaster with the voices of 
women in Lancaster sharing stories of loss, 
grief and tenderness. Fabiola has now created 
a remarkable installation of this work that we 
will be installing in an empty shop in the city 
centre. 
 

Artist Layla Khoo has been commissioned to 
work with local residents on what they think 
and feel about belonging. Read more here. 
The finished artworks will then be exhibited as 
one body of work, before being gifted back to 
each person who has so generously shared 
their stories. 
 
We have an audio work installed on campus 
called Beacons, an epic poem created 
by students in lockdown with artist, David 
Boultbee. There will be opportunities to 
hear from the three artists from our New 
Perpsectives exhibition, Garth Gratrix, Julia 
Heslop and Gavin Renshaw about seeing the 
campus differently. As always, we have our 
Tuesday Talks series with fascinating artists 
sharing short films on what time means to their 
practice. 
 
And last but not least, we have a very big 
surprise with a renowned international artist 
installing a significant work on climate change 
prior to its travel to Glasgow. We can’t say 
more at the moment so please stay tuned! 

301524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org

https://uk.patronbase.com/_LancasterArts/Patron/Register
https://www.lancasterarts.org/conversation/on-belonging-duality/
fionalambert
Underline

fionalambert
Underline



Concert

7.30pm
Tuesday 23 September
Great Hall
Tickets: £22, £19
Supporters: £17.50, £15.50
Duration: 60mins

Molly Joyce   
High and Low
Alex Groves   
Curved Form (St Endellion), 
World Premiere
Andrew Hamilton   
In Beautiful May
George Crumb   
Vox Balaenae 

Concert

7.30pm
Tuesday 28 September
Great Hall
Tickets: £26, £23
Supporters: £20.50, £18.50
Duration: 110mins

BACH
Sonata for Solo Violin in C 
major (arr. Paul Cassidy) 
BRITTEN 
String Quartet no. 3
SCHUBERT 
String Quartet in D minor

Ian Belton  Violin
Paul Cassidy  Vola
Krysia Osostowicz  Violin
Jacqueline Thomas  Cello 

Manchester Collective:  
Voice of the Whale

The Brodsky Quartet

In the dark and lonely depths of the Pacific Ocean, the whales 
are singing. Listen closely. Can you hear them? 

In their first major touring project of the year, Manchester 
Collective bring together a strange and unsettling set of 
otherworldly music. Expect a unique line up of violin, cello, flute, 
piano, and live electronics.

Molly Joyce’s ecstatic ‘High and Low’ opens the programme - a 
solo piano presented as a celestial, supercharged, percussive 
force of nature. ‘Curved Form (St Endellion)’ by Alex Groves, 
performed live for the first time, conjures up a meditative 
seascape for live electronics and strings. Listeners are 
submerged in cascading tides and layered textures, contrasting 
sharply with Andrew Hamilton’s energetic ‘In Beautiful May’.

In the end though, it’s back to the sea. Down, down, down. The 
night finishes with George Crumb’s enigmatic ‘Vox Balaenae’, 
performed on instruments that are amplified and modified. It 
truly is music from another world.

“Thrilling, inspiring and uplifting”   
     The Yorkshire Post

“One of the most engaging and theatrical performing groups 
right now”  Elizabeth Alker, BBC Radio 3

Lancaster Arts is honoured to finally be able to bring back 
the renowned Brodsky Quartet, last heard in the Great Hall in 
2017. After postponing this concert from the 30th of June, this 
evening is guaranteed to be worth the wait!

This programme runs from the brand new, never heard before, 
to perhaps the most famous quartet in the repertoire. The 
central theme is death. Bach is said to have written his Six Solos 
for Violin after the unexpected death of his wife. Paul Cassidy’s 
arrangements of the 3 Sonatas were borne out of lockdown and 
are, to his knowledge, unique.  

Britten wrote his extraordinary Third Quartet on his deathbed. 
Indeed, the composer Colin Matthews had to actually 
write down parts of the last movement (in which he quotes 
extensively from ‘Death in Venice’) for him, such was his failing 
health. 

Schubert’s masterpiece takes its name from the slow 
movement; a set of variations on the theme of one of his most 
dramatic songs ‘Death and the Maiden’. 

“The Brodsky Quartet are the team for the new century.”  
Gramaphone
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Performance

12noon
2pm
4pm
6pm 
23 October 
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £5 plus donation
Duration: 30mins

leo&hyde: 
The Wind as it Rushes through 
the Turbine

The Wind as it Rushes through the Turbine is a new 
choral sound installation created by music-theatre collective 
leo&hyde in our Nuffield Residency earlier this year.  Inspired 
by the stillness and motion of the wind turbine less than a 
mile away, Dan Mawson’s swirling sound design and Amelia 
Gabriel’s luxurious looped live vocals create a secular 
cathedral where you are enveloped by sound. This stunning 
work synthesises digital texts to create a testament to 
sustainability and a response to climate change, taking you on 
journey from anxiety and fear to belief and hope. 
 
The Wind as it Rushes through the Turbine fuses the age-
old power of choral music with an urgent contemporary study 
of hope to activate a response to climate change.

Audiences are invited to wander around the space, exploring 
the ecstatic choral sound as it seeps from multiple speakers, 
just as if they’d happened upon a choir singing an ancient text 
in a grand, secular cathedral.

Echo Vocal Ensemble: 
Already Gone

Lancaster Arts is delighted to bring you the stunning sounds 
of Echo Vocal Ensemble to the Lancaster Priory with a 
programme of old and new music about nature and the climate 
emergency. From Benjamin Britten’s beautiful setting of ‘Five 
Flower Songs’ to ANOHNI’s call to arms, the programme takes 
listeners on a journey that celebrates nature’s abundance but 
warns of future scarcity. 

Relax into the serenity of Hildegard of Bingen’s writing, delight 
in the sound world of Palestrina and discover brand new 
music by exciting young artists. The concert features brand 
new pieces by Lillie Harris and Rory Wainwright-Johnston, 
the joint winning composers of Echo’s inaugural Composition 
Competition. Both pieces take inspiration from a poem by Alice 
Oswald called ‘Dunt: A Poem for a Dried up River’, responding 
to a powerful text in different but equally imaginative ways.

“Impeccable intonation, balance, charm, and perfect diction... 
an exceptional group.”  Henley Standard

Concert

7.30pm
Thursday 02 December 
Lancaster Priory
Tickets: £22, £19
Supporters: £17.50, £15.50
Duration: 75mins

PALESTRINA
 I Vaghi Fiori e l’Amorose 
BRITTEN 
Five Flower Songs 
ANOHNI 
Why did you separate 
me from the earth? 
(Improvisation)

Sarah Latto  Conductor

701524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org
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Comedy

8pm
Wednesday 17 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £13.50
Supporters: £11
Duration: 95mins
Age: 16+

Tez Ilyas: 
The Vicked Tour

We are so excited to bring you the brand-new stand-up show 
from the star of The Tez O’Clock Show (Channel 4), TEZ 
Talks (BBC Radio 4) and the multi-award-winning Man Like 
Mobeen (BBC Three). Are you ready to laugh until your sides 
hurt?

Join Tez as he uses his trademark silly, smart and subversive 
humour to celebrate all that we still have. Expect mega laughs, 
happy groans and cheeky provocations, as Tez guarantees a 
‘Vicked’ time.

“Blackburn’s Chris Rock”   
    The Guardian

“Tez Ilyas’s political stand-up takes serious talent to pull off”   
     The Telegraph

Presented by Live Nation in association with UTC Artist 
Management.

New Art Club: 
Cupid’s Revenge  

In today’s disposable world where love is used to sell us 
everything from plug-in cars to yoghurt… where did real  
love go? 
 
The latest dance, theatre and comedy show, by ground-
breaking performance company, New Art Club, is a joyful, 
physical and verbal outburst against the forces that 
masquerade as love. 
 
Sometimes funny, sometimes heart-breaking, Cupid’s 
Revenge explores mythical love that drives the creation of the 
universe and everything in it, romantic love and
love between friends. It is centred around a giant two metre 
flickering heart that has crashed to earth. It is not a story, but it 
holds lots of stories inside it. 
 
With New Art Club’s dexterous physicality this impossibly big 
topic is broken open and brought vividly to life. 

“Physical comedy with brains, I laughed ’til my face hurt.”   
The Observer

Performance

8pm
Tuesday 26 October 
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Supporters: £12.75 
Duration: 60mins
Age: 12+

Arrive early for a free VIP 
tour of our new gallery 
exhibition from 6.30pm

901524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org
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Sea-Change Double Bill  

8pm
Friday 12 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16  
Supporters: £12.75

Sea-Change Double Bill 
Ticket: See both shows for 
only £20!

Duration: 30mins
Age: 14+

Mandla Rae: 
As British as a Watermelon

As British as A Watermelon is a messy sensory experience. 

My name is Mandla.
It means power.
I gave it to myself.

Mandla Rae has a selective memory, and they are scrambling 
to piece together their life. As British as a Watermelon 
questions what it means to belong through exploring Mandla’s 
fragmented asylum and migration memories.

Told through an unflinching narrative, weaving poetry and 
storytelling together with destruction and colourful chaos, 
you are invited to join Mandla as they rise from the dead and 
reclaim their misplaced power.

Mandla Rae is a queer Zimbabwean writer, performer and 
curator. Their pronouns are they/them. Their work typically 
explores their intersectional existence and their response to 
the world around them.

Please note: As British as a Watermelon contains references 
to trauma, sexual assault, child abuse, suicide, reference to 
border police and of asylum and racism.

Ergon Theatre: 
The Wicked Problem

The Wicked Problem is an immersive courtroom drama by 
Ergon Theatre.

The year is 2061. The world, as we know it, has changed. As 
the inhabitable world around us perishes and the threat of 
extinction-level climate disasters rise, the UK issues a new 
government structure; ERGON. 

You have received a jury summons to participate in the world’s 
first ecocide trial. You, the Jury will need to challenge your 
morals and views in order to take action in this ground-breaking 
trial. What will you decide?

Ergon Theatre is a company with sustainability and climate 
change at its core. Ergon creates work looking at futures within 
the climate crisis, inviting audiences into open discussions that 
tackle blame-culture, the finite pool of worry theory and the 
importance of green actions. Their work transports audiences 
into immersive future worlds, encouraging people to become 
participants in the work.

Sea-Change Double Bill  

8pm
Tuesday 09 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16 
Supporters: £12.75 
 
Sea-Change Double Bill 
Ticket: See both shows for 
only £20!

Duration: 60mins
Age:11+

1101524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org
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1-2pm, Tuesdays Online via Zoom
Price: Free, pre-book only 

Tuesday TalksShifting Currents

This autumn, the Peter Scott Gallery brings you live dance!  This 
is a unique opportunity for dance to respond to the university’s 
art collection. When You Light a Candle, You Also Cast a 
Shadow is a new dance work for gallery spaces by Company 
Carpi, created by choreographer Bettina Carpi and composer 
Gary Lloyd, who weave together a natural dialogue between 
dance, visual art and poetry. This work features a trio of dancers 
and a string quintet, with specially written poetry by Costa Award 
winner, Mary Talbot. Inspired by nature, the work considers 
opposing forces - harmony and chaos, creation and destruction 
- and how those opposing conditions are linked. The dance 
is as much a celebration as it is a call to awareness about the 
dangerous state of our climate, our habitat and our planet. 

Works from our gallery collection have been specially selected 
to reflect the natural movements and fluidity of the dance and 
connect with Lancaster Arts’ 2021 theme of water. The exhibition 
will exhibit works by artists including Norman Adams, Rebecca 
Chesney, Andy Goldsworthy and Victor Pasmore. 

You are warmly invited to join us at the exhibition launch at 6:30, 
followed by New Art Club’s performance of Cupid’s Revenge at 
8pm on October 26.

When You Light a Candle, You Also Cast a Shadow is 
commissioned by Lancaster Arts & Culture Warrington through 
Dance Consortia North West. The work was originally to be 
presented in 2020, however the realization of the work was 
postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Exhibition

12 – 4pm 
Weekdays 
26 October – 14 December 
Peter Scott Gallery 
Price: Free

Dance  
Company Carpi: When You 
Light a Candle, You Also 
Cast a Shadow

3pm, 6pm and 8pm
Thursday 04 November 
Peter Scott Gallery 
Price: £5 plus donation 

Join us virtually on Zoom to hear from artists 
who will each share an original film about what 
time means to their practice followed by a live 
Q&A discussion. The public talks programme 
has been developed in collaboration with the 
Lancaster Institute for the Contemporary Arts 
at Lancaster University.  

Rebecca Krasnik - 26 October 
Rebecca Krasnik’s work is often based 
on how the technological developments 
of photography, film, telephones, and the 
universal clock, affect the perception of space 
and time. Her recent exhibition, Time Times 
Three at Galleri Image in Denmark featured 
a site-specific installation and 3D computer 
animation that played with physical space and 
ideas on consecutive time.  

Gareth Hudson - 02  November 
Gareth Hudson’s work explores human 
spirituality and experience, bringing together 
expansive knowledge from the ideas of 
progress found in social, philosophical and 
scientific developments to the potential 
to engage with worlds seen, unseen, and 
imagined.

Danica Maier - 09  November
Danica Maier is an artist and academic 
whose work uses site-specific installations, 
drawing, and objects to explore 
expectations, while subtly moving beyond 
propriety. Exploring both material and site, 
she also explores ideas of expectations, 
traditional values, ‘women’s work’ and 
labour.

Louise K Wilson - 16  November
Louise K Wilson is a visual artist who makes 
installations, live works, sound works and 
single channel videos. Processes of research 
are central to her practice, and she frequently 
involves the participation of individuals 
from industry, museums, medicine and the 
scientific community in the making of work.

Layla Khoo - 23 November 
Layla Khoo is a multimedia 3D artist, 
specialising in ceramics and site-specific 
installations. Her work is responsive - to 
ideas, conversations, events or collections 
of objects. Layla is currently working on a 
commission with Lancaster Arts called On 
Belonging: Duality.

1301524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org



Support Us How to find usTicket Information 

Exchanges
We can exchange tickets if you contact 
us more than 24 hours in advance. 
Unfortunately, we can’t refund your ticket(s) 
unless a performance has been cancelled.

Late admission
The admittance of latecomers is decided by 
the guest artists/company. Please ensure 
you arrive in plenty of time.

Accessibility 
We warmly welcome D/deaf and disabled 
patrons. Please inform us if you have any 
access requirements at the time of your 
booking. During your visit do not hesitate to 
approach any staff member for assistance. 
A hearing loop system is available upon 
request and guide/assistance dogs are 
welcome. Email boxoffice@lancasterarts.
org for more information.

We recognise the Hidden Disabilities 
Sunflower should you require additional 
support, help or need a little more time.

Face Coverings
Where possible, we ask everyone to 
continue to wear a face covering inside the 
building and throughout performances and 
exhibitions. 

Fancy a Drink?
We offer a variety of locally sourced 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks you 
can enjoy up on arrival and during our 
performances. Please pre-order your drinks 
on our website as you book your tickets or 
closer to the time. Our bar will be closed.

Concerts Family Offer
(Grand)Parents and their children (Under 16) 
can get 50% off the concert prices. Email 
boxoffice@lancasterarts.org for details.

Purchasing your tickets
Tickets will not be available on the door. 
Please purchase your ticket(s) on our 
website. If you need support booking 
your tickets, please email: boxoffice@
lancasterarts.org or leave a message on our 
ansaphone: 01524 594151.

This season we will be using a register 
system for all shows, so you don’t need 
to worry about printing your tickets. For 
your safety we will continue to abide by 
Covid precautions and maintaining socially 
distanced seating. If you are attending as a 
household or ‘social bubble’ please arrive in 
your group.

Buy tickets in the city centre!
You can purchase tickets in person, or via 
telephone, at either the Lancaster Visitor 
Information Centre (VIC) situated within The 
Storey: 01524 582394
 or at the Morecambe VIC at The Platform: 
01524 582808

Passionate about the arts? Become a 
Supporter for just £3 a month and save up 
to 20% on all adult tickets as you support 
artists, performers and musicians!

How to Become a Supporter?
Visit lancasterarts.org/supporters and sign up. 
Here you will have the option to pay £40 for the 
whole year or just £3 a month via Direct Debit. 

Your Support Makes a Difference 
Your support helps us deliver an ambitious 
artistic programme that enables free access 
for all to take part. Projects that your support 
made possible can be found on our website 
and include:

A Walk for Grief 
Fabiola Santana’s A Walk for Grief is a 
sensitive and reflective audio work that guides 
you through the streets of Lancaster.

Beacons 
Lancaster University students and artist David 
Boultbee of BREADart created an epic poem 
about hope and love in lockdown which will 
become a sound installation on campus, for 
all to enjoy.

Driving? Use the LA1 4YW postcode with your 
Sat Nav. Exit the M6 motorway at junction 33 
and take the A6 north towards Lancaster. Turn 
right at the third set of traffic lights on the A6 
onto the University main drive. Take the first 
exit left from the roundabout, at the top of the 
hill, and park in Visitor Zone A. Visitor Parking 
is free in any zone on campus after 6pm and all 
day during the weekends. The nearest visitor 
parking zone is ‘A’. For weekday parking use 
the pay and display machines or purchase a 
parking scratchcard at the Reception Lodge.   

Buses run every 5–20 minutes from the city 
centre to campus. For timetables contact 
Stagecoach or call ‘Traveline’ on  
0871 200 22 33. 

Once on campus follow signs to the Great Hall 
Complex (GHC).
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The cheapest tickets are always available online at 
lancasterarts.org 
boxoffice@lancasterarts.org  
01524 594151 (weekdays 12 – 4pm) 
 

Autumn 2021 Diary

Sea-Change Double Bill
8pm
09 November
Nuffield Theatre

Ergon Theatre:  
The Wicked Problem  

8pm
12 November 
Nuffield Theatre

Mandla Rae:  
As British as a 
Watermelon

Visual Arts
12 – 4pm 
26 October – 14 December 
Peter Scott Gallery 

Shifting Currents 

Please join us for our  Exhibition Launch on the  
26th of October at 6.30pm.

Concerts
7.30pm 
23 September 
Great Hall

Manchester Collective: 
Voice of the Whale

7.30pm 
28 September
Great Hall

The Brodsky Quartet

7.30pm 
02 December
Lancaster Priory 

Echo Vocal Ensemble: 
Already Gone

Performance & Comedy 
12noon
2pm
4pm
6pm
23 October
Nuffield Theatre

Leo&Hyde: 
The Wind as it Rushes 
Through the Turbine

8pm
26 October
Nuffield Theatre

New Art Club: Cupid’s 
Revenge

8pm
17 November
Nuffield Theatre

Tez Ilyas: The Vicked

3pm, 6pm and 8pm
 04 November 
Peter Scott Gallery

Company Carpi: 
When You Light A Candle, 
You Also Cast A Shadow

You can text LARTSFIVE to  70085 to donate £5 or LARTSTEN  to  70085  to donate 
£10. Texts cost £5 or £10 plus one standard rate message and you’ll be opting in to hear 
more about our work and fundraising via telephone and SMS. If you’d like to give but do 
not wish to receive marketing communications, please text either LARTSFIVENOINFO or 
LARTSTENNOINFO to 70085. Your support is very much appreciated.


